Kitchen Asana Sequence
As you practice, let yourself be supported long enough to feel. Let the struggle settle and
drop into the sensation of the pose. As you start to feel your way in notice where there is
diﬃculty or uncertainty - investigate it, see if you can work with it not against it - not
avoiding it yet not pushing - how can you support the sensation of ease? Check you are
aligning what is beneath the diﬃculty and lift what is above - make space, let it breathe.
As you work with your pose in this way notice if something you may previously have
viewed as a limitation is now actually taking you deeper into the pose? Don’t explore it
cognitively feel it.

Take a moment with your feet squarely on the floor
and head resting on the table. See if you can find
the length in the spine of Adho Mukha Virasana.
Let the skin on the forehead move toward the
bridge of the nose and allow yourself to come fully
into the room.

Place the hands on the table, and start to draw the
skin on the outer edge of the little finger back
towards the skin on the outer wrist - notice how the
spine reacts.
Draw the skin on the little toe side of the foot back
to the skin on the outer ankle - notice how the spine
reacts.
Now try to have the actions on both the hands and
feet at the same time - notice how the spine reacts.

Uttanasana, let the legs be strong and lifted,
abdomen soft. See if you can keep a length in the
spine as you let the head rest on something. (do
this on something higher if the seat of a chair is too
low for you)

Utthita Hasta Padangusthasana 2.
Maintain the action of Tadasna throughout, draw
the outer hip of the raised leg down without tucking
the pelvis.

Vrksasana.
Use the support of a fridge or wall to help you know
where the back of your body is in space.
Maintaining your alignment find a length between
the inner groin and the inner knee.

Trikonasana.
Use a counter or table again to help you connect to
the back body - without falling into it let it help you
find your alignment in the pose.

Ardha Chandrasana.
Here is the moon as promised! Half moon pose.
Again take the support of the counter or a table to
help you open the front of the body. Can you work
your legs in the same way you did in Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana 2?

Chair Twist.
Add some height to the chair if you need it. Inhale
lengthen the spine, exhale revolve.

Dandasana
Extend the heels away, spread the backs of the
thighs, lift and open the chest.

Paschimottonasana
Keep the lift and opens in the chest and the
strength in the legs.

Savasana with your legs resting on a chair.

